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Abstract—Security fusion is a new paradigm in security for resource-constrained environments [20]. Following this paradigm, strong system-level security is achieved by combining weak primitives from multiple nodes. In this paper, we describe a fusion methodology based on state machine compositions. From the properties of compositions, we devise a challenge-response system that composes low-entropy state machines at individual nodes into one with higher entropy. We use built-in digital logic such as Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs) to efficiently mass generate and distribute keys. In addition, we draw on the properties of compositions to reduce the key storage complexity at the infrastructure-level, with high coverage and early detectability at the system-level.

I. INTRODUCTION

Resource-constrained devices including sensors and Radio-Frequency ID (RFID) have posed severe limitations in processing power, memory and computational resources. These devices are subject to a multitude of attacks such as cloning and replay attacks. Traditional cryptographic schemes [1-3] are too expensive for these environments, naturally because of the stringent constraints on the device, but also because of the performance requirements on the system. In addition, resource-constrained systems usually hold a large set of nodes, and thus key management could be cumbersome.

A. Security fusion

Security fusion [20] is a novel framework in security for inherently resource-limited systems. Unlike traditional cryptographic schemes, the general approach here is to introduce lightweight primitives at the individual nodes that provide a strong aggregation to security properties at the system-level. In other words, security fusion refers to this concept of synthesizing security properties from weak point-to-point properties, much like the thin strands of a thick bulk rope.

This concept is suitable for protecting applications using a global security metric, without lending to strong cryptographic schemes. One application for security fusion is sensor networks [12-15]. Sensor networks consist of autonomous nodes that collect sensor measurements from the environment. These measurements are filtered and aggregated at some central higher-capable node to obtain improved information for system-level decisions. Due to the aggregate nature of data in sensor networks, it is natural to approach security through a fusion model to protect monitoring, tracking, and controlling applications. Using security fusion, it is possible to collate multiple sensor read-outs to reach a globally authentic decision.

Another application for security fusion is to preserve the component-level integrity of embedded systems. For instance, recent generations of smart phones consist of various interconnected components such as Bluetooth, WiFi, flash memory, and Codec chip. In many cases, these components are manufactured by different suppliers, and then integrated into a single platform. In the event of counterfeit, non-genuine components can be detected using an aggregate verification check of the platform.

Our earlier paper [20] introduces the concept of security fusion with a detailed description on a state machine-based architecture to realizing the framework. In this architecture, the basic idea is to have a challenge-response system that extracts a global security property from the response pattern of all the nodes. In [20], we analyzed the security characteristics of the proposed scheme and showed how it withstands a wide variety of attacks including cloning and intrusion.

B. State machine compositions

The purpose of this paper is to provide a fusion methodology for improved security and reduced complexity using state machine compositions [21,22]. For quite some time, researchers and engineers studied the mathematical properties of machine compositions and their applications. For instance in [23], machine compositions were used in fault-tolerant system design to create backups of the system state in a distributed client-server environment. Another application of the theory was presented in the simulation of digital logic circuits [24]. Machine compositions consider the problem of interconnecting an arbitrary set of state machines. These interconnections form logical associations that construct a state machine representation, called the composite machine. The interconnected state machines that constitute the composite machine are called the component machines.

Within state machine compositions, there are different types of interconnections:

- Cross product: These are interconnections that execute machines concurrently.
- Machine chains: Machine chains are interconnections that execute in cascade fashion based on the propagation of
state information from one component to the next.

- **Feedback:** Interconnections by means of feedback composition propagate information flow from one component to a previous connected component.

Given these basic forms, we develop a fusion methodology based on the two former interconnection types: cross products and machine chains. Specifically, we use these interconnections to construct a high entropy model for system security using low-entropy state machines from individual nodes as building blocks. Moreover, we demonstrate a security-overhead tradeoff by transforming the composite machine into machine chains, which are then reduced to achieve the desired coverage.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We briefly give an overview on security fusion in Section 2. Section 3 presents our fusion methodology using state machine compositions. In Section 4, we describe an approach to complexity reduction using state machine chaining. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.

II. BACKGROUND - SECURITY FUSION

In [20], we proposed a new paradigm to security, namely security fusion, in which security properties are synthesized from weak point-to-point primitives. The motivation is to present a common framework for security that is low-cost and secure at the system-level. In order to apply these concepts, it is necessary to establish a framework through which nodes will communicate with the backend system. In the next subsections, we present the physical architecture and a framework for security fusion using the model of a finite state machine.

A. Physical architecture

In the security fusion framework, the physical architecture consists of a system with large number of nodes (Figure 1). Each node is equipped with three components: computation, storage, and a communication component. The physical architecture also consists of a group of readers acting as cluster heads. The communication model is limited to a challenge-response interaction between the reader and the nodes. Thus, minimal communication is carried out and no delegation of messages is necessary. In the setup stage of the architecture, every node shares a secret key with the system. In this paper, we briefly discuss how the keys are efficiently derived and distributed using built-in circuitry such as Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs) [30-35].

B. State machine model

We illustrate a simple example of security fusion using finite state machines. A finite state machine serves as a basic computational model and it is one of the many frameworks that could be utilized to apply security fusion concepts. Understanding the intrinsic properties of state machines helps us build systems with secure global properties.

1) Description of the state machine:

A state machine can be described by "transition" and "output" rules. Transition rules define the mappings from the current state to the next state given the input value. Output rules define possible values emitted by a node for a given state and transition. Let us assume we have a state machine with \( n \) states \((S_1, S_2, ... S_n)\). Since we are considering a state machine with a single-bit input, we have two transitions per state, one of which is "0" and the other is "1". In the following, we describe the transition and output rules using a Moore model [22].

Transition rules: \((\text{Current state}, \text{Input}) \rightarrow \text{Next state}\)

- \((s_i, "1") \rightarrow s_j\)
- \((s_i, "0") \rightarrow s_v,\)

where \((0 \leq i, j, v \leq n)\)

Output rules: \((\text{Current state}) \rightarrow \text{Output}\)

- \((s_i) \rightarrow k_i\)
- \((s_j) \rightarrow k_j, \text{ where } k_i \neq k_j\)

To illustrate, we depicted three Moore machines \(M_1, M_2\) and \(M_3\) in the Figure 2 below. Each of these machines is associated with a node in the system.

2) Security protocol:

Each node is associated with a unique state machine and these state machines are shared as secret keys. The state machines are employed to model the read-out patterns. After each interrogation from the reader, nodes change their states according to the transition rules defined prior to deployment. The system authenticates a node by checking the expected current state and confirming correct application of the rules. A basic protocol for this interaction is depicted below.

Denote \(N\): node, \(R\): reader

- \(R \rightarrow N\): Sends a read query
- \(N\): Obtains the bit value \((0 / 1)\)
- \(N \rightarrow R\): \(N\) moves to the next state based on the bit value and sends a response
- \(R\): resolves \(N\)'s response

In the backend system, the values from multiple nodes are collated and processed by the application. During the execution of the state machine, a number from the current state is emitted. The numbers assigned to the states are random and unique. No synchronization is needed in the operation of the system, and we will simply assume that the start state is
C. PUF-based implementation for state machines

In this architecture, we propose to use PUFs (Physical Unclonable Functions) [30-35] to efficiently derive and distribute state machines. PUFs are special circuits in semiconductor devices which provide unique challenge-response repository using device manufacturing variations. These responses have random but reproducible characteristics. PUFs are well known for their complex microstructure, and because of that they provide resistance to counterfeit. One of the distinct advantages of PUFs is that they are easily produced using standard digital logic. Thus, they can be used to mass manufacture random state machines at the individual nodes and then efficiently read-out by the system. PUFs are also efficient for implementation [4,6], and require much less hardware to implement than conventional cryptographic hash or encryption algorithms. For instance, existing designs of MD5 and SHA-256 require 8000 to 10000 gates [1,2,12]. In contrast, a PUF-based arbiter [32] circuit (Figure 3) is estimated to have 6 to 8 gates for each input bit, a total of about 545 gates for a 64-bit input PUF.

In this discussion, we briefly describe how to model a state machine using PUFs to leverage from this simple yet powerful circuitry. A general model for PUFs is to define a function that maps a set of challenges to a set of responses. PUF challenges and responses are represented as strings of bits. To model a state machine, we interpret the challenge-response strings as follows: In the challenge string, we define few bits to represent the source state, and another bit to denote the state machine transition. Since PUF has exponentially-many values with respect to the output length, we also specify a machine id to instantiate small state machines. In the response string, some of the bits will be used to determine the destination state, the rest are reserved for the machine output. In the execution of the state machine, PUF is used to dictate the transition and output rules. The system sends the current state and transition bit as part of the challenge string to PUF, and then obtains the next state and machine output from the response. Figure 4 captures the general idea.

Example: To illustrate, let us consider a state machine with four states using a 64-bit PUF circuit. First, we need to decide what lines will be used to represent the different fields. For instance, let us choose the first 61 bits of the input to denote the state machine id, and one bit to denote the transition, and the last two bits to decide on the current state. As for the response, we might also select the last two bits to represent the next state, the rest are for the state machine output. As a side note, we do not need to select the lines in consecutive order to represent the different fields since we can choose them at arbitrary positions. In Table I, we show a hypothetical example of challenge-response combinations using $\text{91:D4:4B:29:20:80:56:70}$ as the machine id. The least significant hex digit in the challenge represents the state and transition bit. A challenge string $\text{91:D4:4B:29:20:80:56:75}$ represents state $s_1$ on transition bit 1. The corresponding response $\text{3A:E6:CE:C1:CC:C9:C9:5B}$ represent output $\text{3A:E6:CE:C1:CC:C9:C9:58}$ with state $s_3$ as the next state. A complete depiction of the state and transitioning behavior is shown in Figure 5.
TABLE I
CHALLENGE-RESPONSE MAPPINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Fig. 5. State machine example for PUF mappings in Table I

III. STATE MACHINE COMPOSITIONS

In the following sections, we present the security fusion architecture based on compositions, but first let us introduce the notations/terminology used in this paper (Table II).

TABLE II
NOTATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M_i</td>
<td>Moore state machine, derived from the nodes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Product machine, constructed using a composition of multiple Moore machines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_i</td>
<td>Machine chain component.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s_{ij}</td>
<td>State j in some Moore machine M_i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x_{ij}</td>
<td>State j in some machine chain component C_i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p_j</td>
<td>State j in the product machine P.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(s_{11}, s_{22}, ...)</td>
<td>Composition state representation of the product machine state p_j. Each element of the tuple is a state in a Moore machine. The tuple length depends on the composition size.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k_1, k_2, k_3, ...</td>
<td>Node responses which are governed by the output rules on the Moore machines. These responses are generated and assigned uniquely to the Moore machines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s_{ij} : k</td>
<td>An assignment of a node response k to state s_{ij}.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Cross product

A cross product machine [21,22] is a state machine that simulates concurrent execution of multiple machines. In other words, each state in the cross product machine represents a configuration of states for a group of machines. Two cross product models simulate parallel execution of state machines:

- **Restricted cross product**: The restricted cross product is a machine construction that simulates execution of multiple machines fed with the same input.
- **Full cross product**: The full cross product is a machine construction that simulates execution of multiple machines for all input combinations. This is the more general construction.

![a) Restricted cross product](image)

![b) Full cross product](image)

Fig. 6. Cross product models

A logical diagram for both models is depicted in Figure 6. Both constructions consider the reachable product of states for some arbitrary number of machines (M_1, M_2, ..., M_k). A state p_j is said to be reachable if and only if there exists a sequence of transitions that takes the machine to p_j starting from the initial state.

Example: Consider the three Moore machines M_1, M_2 and M_3 shown in Figures 2(a), (b), and (c). The restricted and full cross products for the three machines are depicted in Figures 5(a) and (b) and denoted as P. To construct P, we first determine the set of all reachable states in each machine. In this example, the sets are: \{s_{11}, s_{12}\} for M_1, \{s_{21}\} for M_2, \{s_{31}, s_{32}, s_{33}\} for M_3. Second, we generate the product states by taking all different combinations from the sets: \{(s_{11}, s_{21}, s_{31}), (s_{11}, s_{21}, s_{32}), (s_{11}, s_{21}, s_{33}), (s_{12}, s_{21}, s_{31}), (s_{12}, s_{21}, s_{32}), (s_{12}, s_{21}, s_{33})\}.

As illustrated in Figure 7, we represent the product states p_1 through p_6 as a tuple of the original states. For instance, state p_1 of the cross product has a composite representation (s_{11}, s_{21}, s_{31}) which represents a configuration of M_1 in s_{11}, M_2 in s_{21}, and M_3 in s_{31}. To compute the transitions for the cross product, we evaluate the transition rules of each state in the tuple. In the restricted cross product, the transition rule is evaluated for a common input. For instance, if the input is
0, then $M_1$ moves to $s_{11}$ and outputs $k_1$, $M_2$ moves to $s_{21}$ and outputs $k_3$, and $M_3$ moves to $s_{31}$ and outputs $k_4$. Therefore, the next state in the product machine will be $(s_{11}, s_{21}, s_{31})$, and corresponds to $p_4$, and the response pattern becomes $k_2k_3k_4$ (as a simple convention, we represent the pattern as a string). As for the full cross product, the transition rules are evaluated by taking all input combinations.

### B. Authentication using the cross product

We now describe an authentication procedure using the cross product. The cross product is used to compute a system-wide output (e.g. using XOR) from the response pattern of elemental state machines stored at the individual nodes. We illustrate this with a simple example of authenticating three nodes using $M_1$, $M_2$, and $M_3$ in Figure 2.

**Example:** Consider a scenario in which $M_1$ is in $s_{11}$, $M_2$ is in $s_{21}$, and $M_3$ is in $s_{31}$ (Figure 8). In this example, assume the reader input is 1, and also assume that we are going to apply the restricted cross product, as illustrated in Figure 7(a). The corresponding responses for this configuration are $k_1$ for $M_1$, $k_3$ for $M_2$, and $k_4$ for $M_3$. Collectively, the reader obtains $k_1k_3k_4$ as a response pattern (Figure 8). Table 1 illustrates the mappings for every response pattern to a product state in the system. As shown from the table, the pattern $k_1k_3k_4$ corresponds to state $p_1$ in the product machine, and the initial states $(s_{11}, s_{21}, s_{31})$ correspond to $p_6$. Accordingly, the system accepts the response pattern since $(p_6, 1) \rightarrow p_1$ is a valid transition in the product machine. On the contrary, consider a scenario in which $M_1$ is replaced with a malicious node that outputs $k_2$ instead of $k_1$. In this case, the system obtains $k_2k_3k_4$ as a response pattern instead of $k_1k_3k_4$. Referring to the table, we deduce that the new response pattern corresponds to $p_4$ and since the transition $(p_4, 1) \rightarrow p_1$ is not a valid transition, the response pattern is rejected by the system.

### IV. Complexity Reduction Using Machine Chaining

In this section, we describe a transformation called machine chaining to reduce the state space incurred from the cross product construction. State machine chaining is a composition that interconnects a set of state machines as components in a chain. The chain components execute in cascade fashion to simulate a larger composite machine. In this section, we explain the details of the transformation and how to establish an authentication procedure based on this new representation.
A. Machine chaining

Machine chaining [21,22] is a construction of multiple state machines logically connected in cascade form. In this interconnection, every state machine is treated as a component such that the state of one component depends on the state of the previous component in the chain. The first component, $C_1$, depends only on the input sequence, and thereby called the independent component. The rest of the components, $C_2 \ldots C_m$, determine their state based on the influence of the previous components, and thereby referred to as dependent components.

![Machine Chaining Diagram](image)

The theory of machine chaining has been around for decades [21,22] yet the scope of applications are limited to the design of sequential circuits. For instance, using machine chaining, a large circuit is replaced with an interconnection of small sub-circuits. These small sub-circuits are synthesized to reduce costs and to provide reliability advantages including ease of trouble-shoot and repair. In this paper, we demonstrate a new application for machine chaining in the areas of security and system design. Theoretically, it has been demonstrated that any state machine has a chain realization [22] such that the components of this chain are "algebraically" simpler than the original state machine.

**Example:** We illustrate a machine chain with two components: an independent component ($C_1$) and a dependent component ($C_2$). This chain has equivalent behavior as the product machine $P$ shown in Figure 7(a). Depicted above, $C_1$ has two states $x_{11}$ and $x_{12}$. Since $C_1$ is independent, the transitions are only triggered by the machine input. $C_2$, on the other hand, depends on both the input and the state of the previous machine. As illustrated, the state delegation from $C_1$ to $C_2$ is treated as part of the input (Figure 10(b)). Referring to Figure 10(b), consider $C_2$ being on state $x_{21}$. If the input is $1$ and $C_1$ is on $x_{11}$, then $C_2$ will transition to $x_{22}$ and outputs $k_1k_2k_3$. Instead if the input was $0$, then it would have output $k_1k_2k_3$. This output behavior is equivalent to $p_1$ in the product machine $P$. Similarly, we find matching equivalences for the rest of the states. As a general rule, if two machines have the same behavior, then there must be a correspondence between their states. Therefore, every state in $P$ has a matching configuration of the component machines, represented as a composite vector of the component states. Table IV shows this correspondence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State in product machine $P$</th>
<th>State in $C_1$</th>
<th>State in $C_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$p_1$</td>
<td>$x_{11}$</td>
<td>$x_{21}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_2$</td>
<td>$x_{11}$</td>
<td>$x_{22}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_3$</td>
<td>$x_{11}$</td>
<td>$x_{23}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_4$</td>
<td>$x_{12}$</td>
<td>$x_{21}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_5$</td>
<td>$x_{12}$</td>
<td>$x_{22}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_6$</td>
<td>$x_{12}$</td>
<td>$x_{23}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Machine Chain Components Diagram](image)

B. Chain transformation

We now describe the setup procedure for building a security fusion architecture using state machine chaining. The system pre-computes a machine chain to transform elemental state machines into a single representation. Using the properties of machine chains, the system machine is expressed as a vector of interconnected components. Subsequently, the coverage of the system is determined by the number of components that represent the system state. To obtain a coverage-overhead tradeoff, we propose to reduce the chain length by eliminating some of the components from the chain. The coverage of the system is chosen to reduce the chain length while keeping the likelihood of intrusion as low as possible.

Let us investigate how to transform the individual state machines into a chain construction (Figure 11). This transformation is computed in the setup phase of the system. We can describe the setup procedure in the following steps:

- **Step 1:** Initially, the system reads-out the state machines for all the nodes. The state machines $(M_1,M_2 \ldots M_n)$ are derived from the nodes and stored in the system.
- **Step 2:** Next, we construct a cross product $P$ from the machines $(M_1,M_2 \ldots M_n)$. Although the size of the cross product could be potentially large, the cross product is only stored temporarily.
- **Step 3:** $P$ is factored out into a machine chain $(C_1,C_2,\ldots,C_m)$. Various chaining algorithms perform
these conversions, as we will describe shortly.

- Step 4: We truncate the chain at some cutoff point. The choice for the truncation point is chosen to achieve an optimal coverage-overhead tradeoff.

C. Authentication through chaining

Example: To illustrate the concept, we continue on our example from Figure 8 and the three state machines $M_1, M_2$ and $M_3$ shown previously in Figures 2(a), (b) and (c), but rather than authenticating with $P$, we transform $P$ into a machine chain with two components $C_1$ and $C_2$, as illustrated in Figures 10(a) and (b). According to Tables 1 and 2, the corresponding states for $k_1k_2k_3$ will be $x_{11}$ in $C_1$, and $x_{21}$ in $C_2$. Further, suppose the initial system state is $x_{11}$ in $C_1$ and $x_{23}$ in $C_2$. Since the outputs satisfy the transition rules $(x_{11}, 1) \rightarrow x_{11}$ and $(x_{23}, 1) \rightarrow x_{21}$, the response pattern is accepted. On the other hand, consider a scenario in which a malicious node masquerades as $M_1$ and suppose it emits $k_2$ instead of $k_1$. In this scenario, the response pattern $k_2k_3k_4$ will correspond to states $x_{12}x_{21}$, mapping to an incorrect transition $(x_{12}, 1) \rightarrow x_{11}$ in $C_1$. As a result, the system detects a false response pattern.

D. Chaining approaches

Several chaining approaches were proposed to transform a state machine into a machine chain. This transformation produces a state machine of equivalent behavior. Here we briefly describe a few of these approaches and the structure of the components involved in the factorization. To make discussions easier, let us consider factoring $P$ into two components $C_1$ and $C_2$. The general case is straightforward to deduce.

1) Delayed input chaining: One approach to chaining is to factor out a state machine by another machine that follows the behavior of a delay line circuit [22]. In electronics, a delay line is defined as a series of connecting delay elements, i.e. latches, in which the output line matches the input line after multiple time intervals. The state machine corresponding to this circuit is used to synthesize $C_2$.

2) Chaining with arbitrary components: Delayed-input chaining [22] does not always lead to complete factorization. An alternative approach is to select an arbitrary structure for $C_1$. In this approach, a restricted cross product of $C_1$ and $P$ is constructed to determine a state cover. $C_2$ is synthesized by factoring out the component states from the cross product using the state cover.

3) Chaining with PR-machines: A more systematic approach to factorization is to construct a chain of Permutation-Reset (PR) machines [22]. PR-machines are state machines that satisfy the following property: All transitions from a state either permutes to all states or resets to one particular state. Figure 10(a) is an example of a PR-machine showing a permutation on states: $x_{11}$ and $x_{12}$. PR-machines are useful structures because they are guaranteed to factor out any state machine. Formally, it can be shown that any $n$-state machine is factorable into an independent component that is a PR-machine followed by a dependent component having $n$ or fewer states.

V. Conclusion

In this paper, we developed a security fusion methodology based on state machine compositions. We demonstrated that compositions such as cross products and machine chains provide improved authentication with reduced complexity for an infrastructure. We also discussed how built-in primitives such as PUF could be used to improve distribution of keys among the nodes. Future work involves analytical study of overhead to security tradeoff available to the proposed methodology.
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